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Technology isn’t just about the device you’re 
reading this on, it’s also fundamentally 
changing the places we go and the expe-
riences we encounter. 

This has been the philophy that guided our vision 
throughout the design of this new Museum expe-
rience. 
The overall system of the Las Supper Museum has 
been thought keeping in mind three foundamen-
tal points: Leonardo Da Vinci’s scientific method 
applied to art, Kolb’s theory of learning and the time 
that nowadays people have for learning.
We so designed a system that sees the visit starting 
form the moment in which you book your ticket, 
thanks to an email system based on the spare time 
that the visitor wish to dedicate to get information 
about the Last Supper and Leonardo’s methodology 
in the period (usually 2-3 months) that preceede 
the visit. The amount of time that the visitor has is 
specified by the visitor himself during the booking 
procedures.
This customised preparation pre visit system has 
been implemented by a ‘pre visit’ section on the 
Cenacolo’s official website. In this section as well 
the visitor (or anyone that visit the website) can 
filter the information, curiousity and technicalities 
according to the spare time amout. 

The customisation, based on time in the pre visit 
moment, is developped and amplified durign the 
whole visit thanks to a filtered selection of informa-
tion that each visitor will get based on 4 different 
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typologies interest. We designed in fact 4 different 
shades of a same main learning path of the Last 
Supper and of The Leonardo’s methodology applied 
to the art world. 
The 4 categouries are: • Kids • Artistic • Scientific 
• Curious.
The visitor will have to choose his own type of visit, 
in addition to his mothertongue lanuguage (in which 
he will receive the information), that will custom the 
information he will get. The selection will happen 
directely during the booking procedures that are 
primarily website based.

To make this information interactive and passively 
filtered throughout the museum, we designed the 
Pendant, a personal bracelet that is given to the 
visitor at the beginning of the visit and already 
‘charged’ with the information filled in at the 
booking moment.
Thanks to NCF system the Pendant will interact 
with the tags positioned around the museum, parti-
cularelly on each observing spont, on the Immersive 
table, on the Layers room, on the conclusive map 
and as a new typology of gift shop that is extend in 

another building complex. 
The whole experience and the museum path are 
designed following three main moments that are 
the three steps that Leonardo used to follow for the 
Last supper and for his paintings in general:
OBSERVATION, REASONING and EXPERIMENTING.
These three moments are also the one that, accor-
ding to Kolb’s thoeries, are the foundamental mo-
ment for a better learning process expecially in the 
adult age for a better lifelong learning process.

Also the content given in the pre visit and in the 
Interactive Room and in the cleaning rooms is 
focoused on the Leonardo’s methodology applied to 
the last supper: the direct observation of the nature 
(main reason why our path starts from the garden), 
immersive observation (concept that explains the 
shape of the observation spots, that obliges the 
visitors lean towards the screens), the mathematics, 
the geometry, the prospective, the use of the 
colours and the experiementation of new materials 
and ideas for the time.
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A museum path to lead the visitors through 
the Leonardo da Vinci’s methodology: a close 
observation of the reality directs to a rational 
reasoning of the information experienced first hand.
Technology isn’t just about the device you’re reading 
things on, it’s also fundamentally changing the 
places we go and the experiences we encounter.
A simple oval bracelet turns the museum into an 
active experience designed in order to stimulate 

different learning styles. This is based on the 
concept that learning is more successful when 
learning materials are tailored on the learner’s 
needs and interests (artistic, scientific, curious or 
kids).
The visitor is essentially building his own personal 
archive to have an experience that can follow him 
anywhere.
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CUSTOMER JOURNEY

BEFORE DURING AFTER

GET IN TOUCH

TELEPHONE

BOOKING

WEBSITE

PAYMENT SQUARE SEARCH THE 
ENTRANCE

TAKE TICKET ENTER WAIT CLEAN X2 LAST SUPPER CLEAN X1 BOOKSHOP

ARMOSPHERE
NO BOOKING ON PLACE
NO LINE
NOT CROWDED

MICRO ENVIRONMENT FROM THE PAST
A LOT OF PLACES TO VISIT
CLEAN OF THE SPACE
ARMOSPHERE
NOT CROWDED (30 PEOPLE)

NO VISIBILITY
LACK OF INFO/ENGAGEMENT
TICKET WHERE?
NOBODY KNOWS THE FUNCTION OF 
THE CLEANING ROOM
WAITING NO ENGAGEMENT

FIND OFFICIAL WEBSITE
BOOKING LINE ALWAYS OCCUPIED
ONLINE REVIEW TOO LONG (LOGIN)
LACK OF INF ABOUT WHERE YOU CAN 
BUY TICKET
NO INFO/INVOLVEMENT

SOUVENIRS

EXIT
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01.1 BEFORE

The website has the main functions of reservation 
and ticket purchase. In fact there isn’t a real line in 
front of Last Supper museum because the line is 
online. This solutions avoid the place and in particu-
lar the square to be crawded.

MAIN PROBLEM
The official website is difficult to find and is not well 
structure. Moreover there are other fake website 
that are well structured and sell Last Supper mu-
seum ticket at a higher price.

First step: find the right website

Screen of the Cenacolo’s Official 
Website

The online/by phone booking process is tricky,
The online booking is not clear and it is possible 
only if you have an account.
The phone number is always busy.
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DIFFICULTIES IN FINDING 
THE RIGHT WEBSITE

THE PHONE NUMBER IS 
ALWAYS BUSY
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01.2 ARRIVAL

The Last Supper museum is located in the square 
of Santa Maria delle Grazie next to the church. The 
atmosphere here is historical and dynamic.

MAIN PROBLEM
The site is not so evident and turists usually think 
that the museum is inside the church. In the square, 
that is the central meeting point there is no engage-
ment and only one information panel about the Last 
Supper. 

Panoramic picture of the Santa 
Maria Delle Grazie plaza.

PUBLIC TRANSPORT
Cadorna FN, Cadorna M1/M2, 
Conciliazione M1, Tram 16, Hop-on Hop-off turist 
buss

TARGET ANALYSIS
We defined as per graphic next page, per typology 
of people an Nationality.
Percentual avarage of user attendance divided in 
two different typologies.
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Diagram showing the target 
analysis that we developed, based 
on typology of visitors and their 
nationality

23%

12%

25%

40%
23%

19%

37%

31%
GUIDED TOURS

SCHOOLS

OTHERSOTHERS

EUROPE

NATIONALITY CATHEGORIES

ITALY

ASIA FAMILIES

TARGET ANALYSIS
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Santa Maria della Grazie is a dominican convent 
in Milan included in the UNESCO World Heritage 
sites list, and it belong to the same period of the 
refectory.

Inside the refectory there are two paintings : The 
Last Supper of Leonardo  da Vinci and La Crocifis-
sione of Montorfano. Both are usual topic to repre-

sent  in a  refectory

LOCATION OF THE CHURCH AND 
THE REFECTORY
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THE SQUARE: A DYNAMIC AND 
ALIVE SPACE

The square is a meeting point for 
different typologies of people: groups 
of student, residents, tourists...
It’s a dynamic space.

The lack of engagement and the lack 
of interesting information about the 
museum are two negative aspects to 

improve.
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01.2 VISIT

The visit is divided in many step: after getting their 
tickets the visitors have to pass through 2 cleaning 
room before entering in the refectorio. Inside the 
refectorio they have to stay for  15 minutes. Befo-
re getting out they have to wait some minutes in 
another cleaning room and then they can enter in 
the bookshop.

MAIN PROBLEM
The feelings and the atmosphere of this experien-
ce are not strong enough and the visitors usually 
complain it.

Fig. 01
The path is divided in 8 step 
and in each of this the visitors 
have to wait without knowing 
the real reason.
1- Ticket office
2/3- Waiting rooms
4/5/7- Cleaning rooms
6- Refectorio
8- Bookshop
9- Garden

INFORMATION TYPOLOGY
The informational panles are designed for adul-
ts, they don’t stimulate curiosity and make people 
confuse.

People have a crucial role in the painting preser-
vation but they are not aware and because of this 
the predominant feelings in the cleaning rooms are 
boredom and impatience.

1

2

3 4 5

6

7
8

9
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The informational panles are desi-
gned for adults, they don’t stimulate 
curiosity and make people confuse.

People have a crucial role in the 
painting preservation but they are not 

aware and because of this the predo-
minant feelings in the cleaning rooms 

are boredom and impatience.
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Waiting room
People don’t know 
what to do (2-3)

MAIN DIFFERENCES:
Past VS Future

Static VS emotional expression
Tradition VS innovation

The preservation has a central role but there 
are some contradiction: people are able to 

get inside with water and they take pictures 
with flash. How they can understand the 

importance of preservation? (4-5-7)

THE LAST SUPPER EXPERIENCE
MONTORFANO vs LEONARDO

2 3

5 74

6

6
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OBSERVATION + CONTEMPLATION The bookshop is 
always empty (8)

6

The garden oustide have 
no function (9)

8

9

THE EXIT 
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02.1 MY PERSONAL 
SCULPTOR

Pietro Canonica Museum, Rome
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In 2014 the municipality of Rome decided to allow 
free access to eight “small museums”, as they were 
called, to face the lack of visitors recorded in the 
last years, without taking into account economic 
investment for communication and promotion. The 
programme aims to make the Pietro Canonica Mu-
seum, one of the eight small museums, enjoyable for 
families by creating a cultural mediation tool that is 
both a family guide and a roleplaying game. To cope 
with the lack of economic resources, this tool is only 
available online for the visitors’ digital devices. The 

The Pietro Canonica Museum 
developed a special path in order to 
envolve kides and families.
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house-museum Pietro Canonica, located in the Villa 
Borghese gardens, exposes a collection of statues 
displayed by subject matter and
includes in the artist’s home and studio.
According to the programme, families visiting the 
museum are involved in a role-playing game in whi-
ch young members pretend to be clients
visiting the artist’s studio. Adults play the role of 
experts who assist the visitors in the observation 
and interpretation of the works of art and
cooperate as cultural mediators. The programme 
aims at creating a low budget cultural mediation 
tool, easily adaptable to the current exhibition. A 
tool that gives the opportunity to discover the life 
and art of a sculptor who lived between the end of 
the 19th and the beginning of the 20th century.
Keywords: Pietro Canonica Museum, cultural me-
diation, portable devices, family tour, role-playing 
game.
The official website of the municipality of Rome for 

the promotion of cultural events mentions a total 
number of 164 museums in the city area. We should 
add to these institutions all the temporary exhi-
bitions, monuments and archaeological sites that 
make this city a unicuum in historical and artistic 
heritage. Data on tourists’ presence in Rome in the 
last few years show on the one hand an average re-
duction of the period of stay (EU.R.E.S., 2012), on the 
other hand a concentration in a few
museums and monuments that are considered the 
most representatives ones (Antinucci, 2007). The-
se trends obviously hinder smaller and less known 
museums that can count on lower economic resour-
ces, because of the smaller number of visitors. In 
2014 the municipality of Rome decided to allow free 
entrance to eight so called “small museums”, in or-
der to encourage the public to visit their collections. 
Even if this change has not been followed by new 
economic investments, the municipality offered to 
some cultural associations the opportunity to be 

involved in the promotion of these museums activi-
ties. The programme Pietro Canonica, my personal 
sculptor aims at developing cultural and educatio-
nal activities with a limited budget for one of these 
small museums, the historical house-museum that 
belonged to Pietro Canonica, located in the beauti-
ful scenery of Villa Borghese gardens
(Lacroce, 2002). This small museum offers the op-
portunity to get to know the life and work of Pietro 
Canonica, an Italian sculptor and musician who 
lived between the last part of the 19th and the 20th 
century (Durbé, Ceraci, Cardano, 1985). The muni-
cipality hosted Canonica in an historical building 
provided that he would allow Roman citizens to 
visit his studio. In that period artists used to share 
their private and creative lives with the public: their 
home and studio. The house-museum now exposes 
a collection of works of art created by
Canonica, such as marble and bronze statues, mo-
dels and plaster casts.

The Pietro Canonica Museum 
developed a special path in order 
to envolve kides and families.

CULTURAL MEDIATION 
OPPORTUNITIES 

FAMILIES INVOLVMENT, 
LEARNING THROUGH PLAYING
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02.2 ADULT VISITORS 
LEARNING FROM 
EXPERIENCE

Utrecht University Museum   
Pietro Canonica Museum, Rome
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European studies show that in our continent, the 
population is getting older and older. Therefore, 
one of the issues to be faced by educators is that 
of promoting lifelong learning as one of the means 
to favour active ageing. In this sense, museums can 
play an active role because they may represent a 

In a society that is getting older 
and older, it is more important the 
lifelong learning.
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place where informal and non formal learning with 
adults can become both educating and entertaining.
The proposal presented in this paper is based on the 
organisation of learning activities that try to apply 
in museums some of the most common approa-
ches to adult learning: adult visitors are involved in 
exercises accu-rately designed in order to stimulate 
different learning styles. This is based on the con-
cept that learning is more successful when learning 
materials are tailored on the learner’s needs and 
interests.
Kolb is the author of an interesting learning theory 
(1984) that pro-duced a Learning Style Inventory 
(LSI). He described his theory in a model where 
learning preferences follow two tracks: either from 
active experi-mentation to reflective observation 
or from abstract conceptualization to concrete 
experience. The model develops in a spiral inclu-
ding four steps: concrete experience, observation 
and reflection on that experience, crea-tion of 
abstract concepts, testing of these new concepts. 

The learning ex-perience can start with any of these 
points. This results in four types of learners (fig. 1): 
converger (active experimentation-abstract concep-
tualiza-tion), accommodator (active experimenta-
tion-concrete experience), assimi-lator (reflective 
observation-abstract conceptualization), and diver-
ger (re-flective observation - concrete experience).
The approach to learning of the four types is briefly 
described by Kolb as follows:
• convergent learning style: the greatest strength 
of this approach lies in prob-lem solving, decision 
making, and the practical application of ideas. Con-
vergers prefer dealing with technical tasks and pro-
blems rather than social and interpersonal issues;
• divergent learning style: the greatest strength of 
this approach lies in imagi-native ability and awa-
reness of meaning and values. The primary ability is 
to view concrete situations from many perspectives. 
Divergers perform better in situations that call for 
generation of alternative ideas and im-plications. 
They are interested in people and tend to be imagi-

native and feeling-oriented;
• assimilative learning style: the greatest strength of 
this orientation lies in the ability to create theoreti-
cal models, in assimilating disparate observa-tions 
into an integrated explanation. Assimilators are less 
focused on people and more concerned with ideas 
and abstract concepts. Theories must be logically 
sound and precise;
• accommodative learning style: the greatest stren-
gth of this orientation lies in doing things, in car-
rying out plans and tasks and getting involved in 
new experiences. Accommodators are best suited 
for those situations where one must adapt oneself 
to changing immediate circumstances. They tend 
to solve problems in an intuitive trial-and-error 
manner.
The basic idea of this project is that of launching 
initiatives in museums and historical sites (and here 
is the second aspect) with a view to involve adult 
visitors in practical activities accurately planned in 
order to match the above learning styles.

Kolb’s theory in a model where 
learning preferences follow 
two tracks: either from active 
experi-mentation to reflective 
observation or from abstract 
conceptualization to concrete 
experience.

DIVERGER

ASSIMILATORCONVEGER

ACCOMMODATOR

LIFELONG LEARNING

MATERIALS TAILORED ON 
VISITOR’S INTERESTS
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02.3 THE APPLES 
FELL FROM HEAVEN...
The Hovaness Toumanian Museum, 

Yerevan (Armenia)
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 Three apples fell from heaven... is a museum 
programme that is being accom-plished in a festi-
val format. The main goal of the programme is the 
preser-vation and promotion of intangible cultural 
heritage in the museum of the great fairy-tale writer 
Hovaness Toumanian. It is a successful example of 
how a museum environment serves for reanimating 
the art of narrating as a very important means for 

Live performance at the Hovaness 
Toumanian Museum, Yerevan 
(Armenia).
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communicating folklore material, conserving the 
dialects of the Armenian language from oblivion, 
familiarizing the cul-ture of ethnic minorities living 
in Armenia and promoting cultural dia-logue. Thus, 
the project is a fairy-bridge from nowadays to the 
past. The Hovaness Toumanian Museum cooperates 
with the regional self-government bodies parti-
cularly with cultural and educational departments 
and with the Association of National Minorities. The 
pre-selection phase of festival participants takes 
place in the regions. Selected participants come to 
Yerevan - to the Toumanian Museum to show their 
talents of narrating in a certain dialect and for com-
peting with each other in authen-ticity. The com-
patriots living in diaspora participate in the pre-se-
lection phase online by Skype. The last phase, the 
gala-show and the ceremony of awarding prizes are 
held outdoors during three warm autumn evenin-
gs - in front of the museum. The nominations and 
the prizes are made up specifi-cally in a fairy-tale 

context. Thus the winners are awarded prizes in the 
fol-lowing nominations: “The King’s Youngest (Mid-
dle, Eldest) Son or Daughter” and “The Neighbour’s 
Best Son–in-Law or Best Daughter-in-Law” and 
“The Neighbour’s Best Godfather” the nominations 
specifically designed for national minorities. For 
these nominations the following priz-es are awar-
ded: A Purse of Gold, A Purse of Silver and A Purse 
of Pearls.

Hovaness Toumanian (1869-1923) is the most promi-
nent Armenian fairy-tale writer and the best friend 
of children. The policy of the museum is to regene-
rate Toumanian’s activities and promote his herita-
ge. Although he is known first of all as a writer and 
translator, he has lived a very active pub-lic life and 
has contributed to deferent fields such as ethno-
graphy, educa-tion, ecology, politics, etc.
The idea of initiating this programme was also 
inspired by Toumanian’s cultural activity. He was 

very enthusiastic in gathering folklore materials. He 
used to travel in the villages to find old people with 
rich knowledge of legends, fairy-tales, anecdotes, 
ethnographic songs that they had learned from their 
ancestors. He did recordings of those materials 
and used the ethnographic sources for creating his 
wonderful tales. However this part of Toumanian’s 
activity was not the only factor that made us start 
this pro-ject. Surveys and research1 conducted by 
Hovaness Toumanian Museum in 2007 and 2008 
confirmed that usually people do not know any tale 
orally communicated to them by their grandparents. 
It means that the art of nar-rating, the tradition of 
reproducing these intangible treasures are gradual-
ly being lost. The links between generations in this 
sense are becoming loos-er. Parents and grandpa-
rents do not tell their younger generations those 
fairy-tales they had heard from their ancestors. 
Today they prefer to read tales published in books 
or, even worse, switch on the audio player. 

Cultural mediator, 
Les jeunes ont la parole
Musée du Louvre, Paris

ACTIVE AND 
PARTICIPATORY 
INVOLVEMENT OF THE 
VISITORS
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02.4 THE MEMORY OF 
BEAUTY
 National Gallery for Modern 

Art, Rome
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 Three apples fell from heaven... is a museum 
programme that is being accom-plished in a festi-
val format. The main goal of the programme is the 
preser-vation and promotion of intangible cultural 
heritage in the museum of the great fairy-tale writer 
Hovaness Toumanian. It is a successful example of 
how a museum environment serves for reanimating 
the art of narrating as a very important means for 

The National Gallery for Modern 
Art in Rome developed a special 
path in order to envolve elderlies 
soffering of Alzheimer.
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communicating folklore material, conserving the 
dialects of the Armenian language from oblivion, 
familiarizing the cul-ture of ethnic minorities living 
in Armenia and promoting cultural dia-logue. Thus, 
the project is a fairy-bridge from nowadays to the 
past. The Hovaness Toumanian Museum cooperates 
with the regional self-government bodies parti-
cularly with cultural and educational departments 
and with the Association of National Minorities. The 
pre-selection phase of festival participants takes 
place in the regions. Selected participants come to 
Yerevan - to the Toumanian Museum to show their 
talents of narrating in a certain dialect and for com-
peting with each other in authen-ticity. The com-
patriots living in diaspora participate in the pre-se-
lection phase online by Skype. The last phase, the 
gala-show and the ceremony of awarding prizes are 
held outdoors during three warm autumn evenin-
gs - in front of the museum. The nominations and 
the prizes are made up specifi-cally in a fairy-tale 

context. Thus the winners are awarded prizes in the 
fol-lowing nominations: “The King’s Youngest (Mid-
dle, Eldest) Son or Daughter” and “The Neighbour’s 
Best Son–in-Law or Best Daughter-in-Law” and 
“The Neighbour’s Best Godfather” the nominations 
specifically designed for national minorities. For 
these nominations the following priz-es are awar-
ded: A Purse of Gold, A Purse of Silver and A Purse 
of Pearls.

Hovaness Toumanian (1869-1923) is the most promi-
nent Armenian fairy-tale writer and the best friend 
of children. The policy of the museum is to regene-
rate Toumanian’s activities and promote his herita-
ge. Although he is known first of all as a writer and 
translator, he has lived a very active pub-lic life and 
has contributed to deferent fields such as ethno-
graphy, educa-tion, ecology, politics, etc.
The idea of initiating this programme was also 
inspired by Toumanian’s cultural activity. He was 

very enthusiastic in gathering folklore materials. He 
used to travel in the villages to find old people with 
rich knowledge of legends, fairy-tales, anecdotes, 
ethnographic songs that they had learned from their 
ancestors. He did recordings of those materials 
and used the ethnographic sources for creating his 
wonderful tales. However this part of Toumanian’s 
activity was not the only factor that made us start 
this pro-ject. Surveys and research1 conducted by 
Hovaness Toumanian Museum in 2007 and 2008 
confirmed that usually people do not know any tale 
orally communicated to them by their grandparents. 
It means that the art of nar-rating, the tradition of 
reproducing these intangible treasures are gradual-
ly being lost. The links between generations in this 
sense are becoming loos-er. Parents and grandpa-
rents do not tell their younger generations those 
fairy-tales they had heard from their ancestors. 
Today they prefer to read tales published in books 
or, even worse, switch on the audio player. 

In a society that is getting older 
and older, it is more important 
the lifelong learning.

FOUR PERSONALITIES
and FOUR LEARNING 
ACTIVIT Y
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02.5 THE NEW
COOPER HEWITT
EXPERIENCE

The Cooper Hewitt Smithsonian 
Design Museum, New York
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The Smithsonian’s design museum just got some 
high-tech upgrades.
The Cooper Hewitt Smithsonian Design Museum in 
New York just reopened its doors in December after 
more than three years of renovations. In the time 
that it was closed, the museum’s operators made 

Technology in the new Cooper 
Hewitt Smithsonian Design Mu-
seum, New York
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a number of changes — not only was more space 
carved out for the exhibitions, but three big techno-
logical features were added that have fundamentally 
changed the experience.
There is a new energy here at the Cooper Hewitt, 
fueled by the unashamed embrasure of contempo-
rary bells and whistles, activities and games. The 
range of stuff you can “do” here now at the Cooper 
Hewitt is impressive. There are a dozen or so large 
touch screen tables, on which you can, for example, 
improve upon the design of the basic backpack, or 
prescription pill bottle; or simply view the mu-
seum’s entire collection, to find what inspires you 
personally. There’s a fun Sketchbot, which takes 
your photograph and then draws the image in the 
sand (emailing you the result before it gets erased 

to make room for the next guest), which stands next 
to a 3D information simulator I guess you’d call it, a 
device almost like a carnival game–you manipulate a 
tightly-packed box of tiles up and down in different 
patterns to move around a red ball–which illustra-
tes complex phenomena such as traffic patterns, 
mathematical equations, and waves. 

The Smithsonian Brings an Encompassing Tech 
Museum to NYC.
Best of all though, among the new tech-y installa-
tions, is the Immersion Room, where you can in-
stantly project (and manipulate) any of the hundreds 
of wallpaper patterns in the Cooper Hewitt col-
lection or, better still, create your own with a simple 
yet robust interface. This is really well done, total-

ly addictive, and fantastic for photo-ops and the 
inevitable selfies (which, by the way, the once-staid 
institution now encourages throughout, under-
standing that having good Instagram game is half 
the battle for winning over new generations). Note: 
the much-vaunted “Pen” is not quite ready yet, but 
when it’s handed out to guests in “early 2015” it will 
allow you both to interact with all various kiosks and 
tables as well as store your data, keeping a record 
of your visit that you can build upon in subsequent 
excursions. 

The pen, technologican autio-
guide at the new Cooper Hewitt 
Smithsonian Design Museum, 
New York

DIGITALISATION OF 
THE EXPERIENCE
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Leonardo’s training was primarily as an artist, it was 
largely through his scientific approach to the art of 
painting, and his development of a style that cou-
pled his scientific knowledge with his unique ability 
to render what he saw that created the outstanding 
masterpieces of art for which he is famous.

Leonardo certainly had an uncanny ability to ob-
serve nature and record it. And to this he added a 
preternatural, even spooky determination. The first 
biographer of Leonardo da Vinci, Paolo Giovi, wrote 
in 1520: “in the medical faculty he learned to dissect 

the cadavers of criminals under inhuman, disgusting 
conditions...because he wanted [to examine and] 
to draw the different deflections and reflections of 
limbs and their dependence upon the nerves and 
the joints. This is why he paid attention to the forms 
of even very small organs, capillaries and hidden 
parts of the skeleton.” 
As his curiosity took him in ever wilder directions, 
Leonardo always used this method of scientific 
inquiry: close observation, repeated testing of the 
observation, precise illustration of the subject 
object or phenomenon with brief explanatory notes. 
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The result was volumes of remarkable notes on an 
amazing variety of topics, from the nature of the 
sun, moon and stars to the formation of fossils and, 
perhaps most notably, the mysteries of flight. 

In addition to Observation, in diffence with his 
contemporareis, Leonardo was a master in experi-
menting. The Last Supper paint is a clear example 
of this, in fact in order to try differente techniques 
he created a painting on the wall instead of a normal 
fresco.

Observing, Reasoning and Experimenting.
Theese are the three steps that Leonardo was used 
to adopt for his works, both scientific and artistic.
We based our concept for the Leonardo’s Muesum 
on those three especially on the observation.
The observation, of reality and nature was the 

starting point for every Leonardo’s masterpice. The 
deep analysis of the human anathomy to better 
paint the human figures (one of the reasons that 
took him to Milan), the study of light, everything 
was starting from the eye.

Leonardo da Vinci Studies on eye 
and lights.
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The overall system of the Las Supper Museum has 
been thought keeping in mind three fundamen-
tal points: Leonardo Da Vinci’s scientific method 
applied to art, Kolb’s theory of learning and the time 
that nowadays people have for learning.
OBSERVATION, REASONING and EXPERIMENTING.
These three moments are also the one that, accor-
ding to Kolb’s theories, are the fundamental moment 
for a better learning process especially in the adult 
age for a better lifelong learning process.

1. BEFORE
We so designed a system that sees the visit starting 
form the moment in which you book your ticket, 
thanks to an email system based on the spare time 
that the visitor wish to dedicate to get information 

about the Last Supper and Leonardo’s methodolo-
gy in the period (usually 2-3 months) that precede 
the visit. The amount of time that the visitor has is 
specified by the visitor himself during the booking 
procedures.
This has been done thanks to an improvement of the 
website system, trying to make the online the first 
way of booking, preferred to the phone one.
During the booking procedure the visitor will be 
asked to select three main different options: • The 
time available to dedicate to a home pre visit pre-
paration; • The preferred language between Italian, 
English, Chinese, Japanese, Spanish, French, Dutch, 
Russian, Arab; • The preferred typology of tour, 
according to the personal interests, between Kids, 
Artistic, Scientific, Curious.
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The customization of the experience has been a 
pillar for our concept since the beginning, recoi-
ling the Kolb’s theories of the long lasting learning 
and the better comprehension of the information 
gained.
This is the main reason why we decided to identify 
and highlight these four typology of personalities 
and so of visit.
This customized visit system, has even been develo-
ped from a timing point of view: a pre visit tailored 
experience based on email system and a ‘pre visit’ 
section on the Cenacolo’s official website. Both the 
solutions has to deal with the available time that a 
person has to dedicate. For example in the website 
section the visitor (or anyone that visit the website) 
can filter the information, curiosity and technica-
lities about the last supper according to the spare 

time amount. 

2. ARRIVAL
One of the problem that we detected at the arri-
val at the museum is the lack of information and 
phonographic in the plaza that direction the people 
towards the Museum.
We so thought of a simple entrance from the new 
ticket room that is extended for a little space on the 
walking path and that sees on it a clearer and bigger 
logo of the museum. The gate at the entrance has 
been replaced by a glass barrier with the logo of the 
museum on it as well in order to be seen from the 
distance from every part in which the visitors arrive 
(manly from Cadorna or Conciliazione, from where 
the entrance door would not be seen).
Once the visitor enters the room, together with the 
entrance ticket he will be given The Pendant, alre-
ady charged of his own preferences, and the per-
sonnel will inform the visitor of all the features and 
peculiarities of the bracelet. There will be also an 
informative board explaining all the characteristics 
of the bracelet right at the entrance.

3. VISIT
The biggest change that we have done from the 
starting museum that we had, it has been the one 
of inverting the flow of the people’s path. In fact we 
detected that the garden was the clearer and better 
way to start the experience. With the Leonardo’s 

Diagram that shows the path of the 
museum. 
Next Page: Diagram that shows the 
flow of people in the museum.

CUSTOMIZATION OF THE 
EXPERIENCE, KOLB’S 
THEORIES OF THE LONG 
LASTING LEARNING
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the Layers room, on the conclusive map and as a 
new typology of gift shop that is extend in another 
building complex. 
The visitor will so experience this technological 
given information passively send to them thanks to 
the NFC system.
The rooms where the visitor won’t need and have 
the chance to interact with the Pendant, will be 
the first two cleaning rooms (because of a timing 
purpose and the idea of immersing and letting 
people ‘concentrate’ on the painting’s meaning) and 
the Refectory itself, that has been on purpose left 
free of any installation. In order to emphasize the 
idea of the direct and unique interaction betwe-
en each single visitor and the painting we decided 
to remove the group benches and instead putting 
some stools that would enfaces the possibility of the 
singular visitor to watch and enjoy the painting. The 

concept of starting the whole design process by the 
deep analysis and observation of the nature in an 
immersive way, we exploited the nice garden on the 
back of the museum s a starting point.
It looked also cleared to us the idea of, with the 
change of the ticket office in a separate building 
context than the actual one, moving the path and 
making it start from the room right next to the 
ticket office: the garden.

During the whole visit thanks to a filtered selection 
of information that each visitor will get based on 4 
different typologies of interest that is linked . We 
designed in fact 4 different shades of a same main 
learning path of the Last Supper and of The Leo-
nardo’s methodology applied to the art world. The 4 
categories are: • Kids • Artistic • Scientific • Curious.
The visitor will be given the main information about 
the Last Supper (historical context, mathematics, 
prospective, Leonardo’s innovation, details...) with 
an interpretation and explanation, closer to the 
typology of path chosen by the visitor directly at the 
booking moment.

To make this information interactive and passively 
filtered throughout the museum, we designed the 
Pendant.
Thanks to NCF system the Pendant will interact with 
the tags positioned around the museum, particularly 
on each observing spot, on the Immersive table, on 

STARTING THE WHOLE DESIGN 
PROCESS BY THE DEEP 
ANALYSIS AND OBSERVATION 
OF THE NATURE
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idea of the stools is also linked to the concept that 
everyone can take his own seat and move it on the 
preferred place in the room in order to have a real 
sentimental climax in the room.

All the rooms’ characteristics are explained in the 
following chapter.

4. EXIT
In oder to use at the better the Pendant, we deci-
de to link it two something that it was going to be 
yours even outside the museum.
We so designed the last two rooms on this concept.
We decided that the bracelet’s personal concept 
was going to be downloaded and given to the visitor 
directly at the exit of the museum with a personal 
URL that would have collect all the content scanned 
and created during the path. We thought so of a link 

between this museum and the other Leonardo’s ma-
sterpieces in Milan. By scanning a museum on the 
interactive map on the last room of the museum, the 
visitor will have at the end of his URL page also the 
itinerary to reach the place from the Cenacolo Area.

5. EXTENSIONS
A simple oval designed bracelet link to a deep data-
base of the Leonardo’s Las Supper historical, tech-
nical and curious contents means that the museum 
is no longer just a passive experience in which you 
get to know few small pills about the majesty of 
this painting. It’s an experience that can follow you 
anywhere. Anywhere to the point that we decided to 
move the souvenirs spots to the Vigna di Leonardo 
(positioned at the opposite side of the same plaza). 
In the last room of the museum will be so exposed 
only a selections of the object sold in shop front 
door. By scanning with The Pendant the icon linked 
to the desired, at the end of the final personal URL 
a ‘Wish list’ section will be filled with the informa-
tion of this object that then will be able to buy in the 
shop front door.

Diagram that shows how the light 
is perceived and designed in the 
museum.

THE VISITOR IS 
BUILDING HIS OWN 
PERSONAL ARCHIVE
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TOUCH
POINTS

The
Pendant

Phone Web page
E-mail
reminder

Web page
section

Telephone reservations
Info required:
• Name and Surname
• Email adress
• Spoken language

Online reservations
Info required:
• Name and Surname
• Email adress
• Spoken language
• Online payment
• Printable e-ticket

Two emails sent to the 
visitors before the 
visit.
• Reminder
• E-ticket
• Link to web section 
that gives info pre visit

Pre visit section on the 
official website
Intent: Give info about 
context and Leonardo 
before the visit
• Finltered information
on spare time at disposal 

At the Ticket Office the 
bracelet will be 
handed to each visitor
• Language based
• NFC technology
• Light up at entry time
• Info in your language

Tag
Logo

All around the museum 
there will be this logo 
to indicate when the 
NCF system is working
• Scan with the Pendant
• NFC technology
• Recognise Pendant

Immersive
Table

In the Immersive room 
you will be able to 
actively interact with 
the table
• Info about LS table
• NFC technology
• Create personal content

Observation
Spot

In the Immersive room 
you will be able to 
actively interact with 
the observing holes
• Info about LS table
• NFC technology
•Save on bracelet content
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The main function of the website, in addition to 
give informations and content about the museum 
and the Last Supper, is also the one of booking. 
Nowadays is more and more important to have the 
possibility to book online and pay and see the sche-
dule with the free moments without spending hours  
trying to get in contact with someone at the phone. 
So our first thought has been the one of implemen-
ting the booking system to a web based one, directly 
managed by the Museum.

In the booking section the visitor will have to select 
his own language, so the one in which he will recei-
ve all the information (before during and after the 
visit) among a selection of more common language 
(Italian, English, Chinese, Japanese, Spanish, French, 

Dutch, Russian, Arab).
I  addition to the preferred language, the visitor will 
be asked also how much time he will have to dedica-
te to the “home preparation” to the visit. According 
to the selected time, the server will send directly 
emails according to the time and period of time 
between the booking and the visit, giving small pills 
or longer videos or articles about Leonardo’s Last 
supper.

The most important thing in the booking, that 
has been thought already here for organizational 
reasons (so the bracelet will be already ‘charged’ of 
the visitor’s preferences at the arrival at the ticket 
room), is the selection of the typology of personality 
and so shade of visit that you would like to be gui-
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ded through.  We designed in fact 4 different shades 
of a same main learning path of the Last Supper and 
of The Leonardo’s methodology applied to the art 
world. The 4 categories are: • Kids • Artistic • Scien-
tific • Curious. (Explained in detail in the following 
chapter).

According  to the fact that the visits are normally 
booked months in advance, we wanted to exploit 
also this period to start giving to the visitors some 
information about the Last Supper, the museum and 
Leonardo. This was thought in order to give to the 
visitor a tailored experience from the beginning, to 
add interest and expectations to the persona and to 
softly remind the date of the vised planned so long 
in advance.
We so designed a system that sees the visit starting 
form the moment in which you book your ticket, 

thanks to an email system based on the spare time 
that the visitor wish to dedicate to get information 
about the Last Supper and Leonardo’s methodology 
in the period that precede the visit. The amount of 
time that the visitor has is specified by the visitor 
himself during the booking procedures, as seen 
before.
This customized preparation pre visit system has 
been implemented by a ‘pre visit’ section on the Ce-
nacolo’s official website. In this section as well the 
visitor (or anyone that visit the website) can filter 
the information, curiosity and technicalities accor-
ding to the spare time amount. 
In this ‘Pre Visit’ section (as you can seen per moke 
up here by), the time will be easily select by the 
visitor moving the cursor of time available. Selecting 
enter, the system will filter automatically the con-
tent(produced and not produced but selected by the 
Museum itself) and give to the visitor a file, article 
or video that can be watched or read in the time 
selected previously.

Moke up of the development of the 
new Cenacolo’s website.

EXPLOIT PERIOD 
BET WEEN BOOKING 
AND VISIT
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HOME TICKET PREVISIT ABOUT PRESS CONTACT

WHEN

SELECT TIME

*red boxes already booked

*already booked on red lines 

CENACOLO VINCIANO PREVISIT

TICKET

JUNE 2016 JULY 2016

MON    TUE    WEN   THU    FRI     SAT   SUN MON    TUE    WEN   THU    FRI     SAT   SUN

1 2 3 4 5
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10:45

Book a date

HOME TICKET PREVISIT ABOUT PRESS CONTACT

CONGRATULATION!

CENACOLO VINCIANO PREVISIT

TICKET

Your reservation succeed

HOW MUCH TIME CAN YOU 
SPEND FOR ME?

min maxmedium

Learn more about Leonardo

Are you impatient to know more about Leonardo? If you can not wait 
until your visit, just tell us how much time do you have and we will 
send you interative material for you to learn more about Leonardo.

PERSONALITY: A personality very precise 
interested in technical secrets of this painting
 
DISPLAY: all the information are sumerize in a 
more scientific way with diagrams

HOME TICKET PREVISIT ABOUT PRESS CONTACTCENACOLO VINCIANO PREVISIT

LEARNING
STYLE

PICK THE PERSONALITY THAT BETTER SUITS YOU

SCIENTIST

ARTIST

COURIOUS

CHILD

PERSONALITY: A creative personality 
interested in art and in panting techniques
 
DISPLAY: Info more related to art such as 
colours, drawing and light tecniques

PERSONALITY: A personality that always 
want to discover something more

DISPLAY: content about hidden secrets 
behind this masterpice

PERSONALITY: Cathegory dedicated to 
young visistor and future artists

DISPLAY: Info given through a Leonardo’s 
mascotte and learning through dynamic 
activities such as drawing 

45%

20% 100%

i

i

HOME TICKET PREVISIT ABOUT PRESS CONTACT

The perspective

In Leonardo’s painting perspective play a 
big role. It is one of the biggest expression 
of the Renaissance. In the picture you can 
see the central perspective of the Last 
Supper.

CENACOLO VINCIANO PREVISIT

PREVISIT

GEOMETRY

G
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M
ET

RY

‘’Non mi legga chi non è matematico nelli mia 
principi,,
                                                                                        Leonardo Da Vinci

At the center of the composition is the figure of Christ, which forms a 
triangle, geometrical figure that refers symbolically to the Trinity. Other 
geometries and rhythms of diagonal lines contribute to the composition 
of the whole work, giving a sense of dynamism in the figures, and 
helping to give that sense of drama, surprise and juxtaposition of human 
feelings to the Apostles groups.
The setting is entered in a prospective background, determined by the 
vanishing lines that converge at the head of the Christ. The sharply 
angled posture of John, which is positioned next to Christ, is determined 
by "forcing" accomplished to follow the diagonal of geometric 
composition, which starts at the end of one of the corners of the 
triangle which is inscribed the figure of Christ. Immediately it perceives 
as between the two figures, -That the Christ and that johannine, there 
may be a specific ratio: the geometric structure, and the colors and the 
position of the robe and gown in fact suggest a visual relationship. In 
addition are the only two figures that, put together, give rise to another 
triangle, the one of the empty space between the two.  
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A simple oval bracelet turns the museum into an 
active experience designed in order to stimulate 
different learning styles. This is based on the con-
cept that learning is more successful when learning 
materials are tailored on the learner’s needs and 
interests (artistic, scientific, curious or kids).
We developed those 4 typologies of visit basing 
them on the intellectual predispositions of the 
people visiting and on the different shades that we 
could have done to this typology of content. 
• Artistic: This artistic techniques and the lights and 
colours that Leonardo used in the painting will be 
clearly and in depth explained during the visit. The 
information will be given basing all the visualiza-
tion more on t he colours used by Leonard and the 
artistic techniques that he used. Creativity, taste 
and art interest are the main characteristics of the 
personality of a person that should pick this typolo-
gy of path.
• Scientific: The informations given to this person 
will be more linked to the materials, the techniques 

communicated using diagrams and more scienti-
fic tools. A person that is more interested in the 
technical secrets hidden behind a masterpiece like 
the Last Supper. The scientific methodology used by 
Leonardo for his works will be described and explai-
ned more in detail.
• Curious: This category is dedicate to the more 
curious once. The people that wants to know more 
about the painting and the art, not only the way of 
painting the content or the typology of content in-
side, but want to hear more and discover the hidden 
secret behind this masterpiece.
• Kids: This category is dedicated to the big nume-
rous of young visitors and future artists, that every-
day enter in this museum. We thought of a Leonar-
do’s cartoon  mascotte that follows the youngest 
in the whole experience. The type of language and 
involvement used by this character will be easier 
and more active and for the example on the Immer-
sive Table will propose some drawing or interactive 
activity.

45%

20% 100%

i
i

ARTISTIC CURIOUS

KIDSSCIENTIFIC
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The most important addition to the museum is what 
we simply called the Pendant. It’s an iconic desi-
gned rubberized bracelet shaped as the pendant 
that each apostolic has in the painting with an NFC 
antenna inserted in it. Not only does it work as a ca-
pacitive activator on the immersive table, but it can 
be used around the museum: each observation spot 
at the museum  has an NFC tag next to it. The NCF 
tags are marked all around the museum by a simple 
logo that recall the shape of the Pendant. When you 
find something you like, or want to read more about 
later, just tap the Pendant to the tag. Lights on the 
Pendant illuminate and a slight vibration confirms 
that the spot’s been recognized. 
Another fundamental function of The Pendant is 
linked to the straight schedule of the visits, linked to 

the preservation inside the Refectory. 
According to the fact that we decided to leave open 
the garden and the Immersive Room to all the visi-
tors without any schedule with the double concept 
of giving information and activating the waiting 
moment, we needed to find a solution to let people 
understand when it was their turn to enter the first 
cleaning room. The bracelet will light up and vibrate 
2 minutes before your schedule time so all the pe-
ople of that precise timing will be ready in front of 
the cleaning room. 

The Pendant is personal and customized according 
to two main filters for a tailored leaning experience. 
At the moment of the booking in fact the visitor will 
be asked to indicate his mother tongue language 
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(all the audio and written informations will be given 
to the visitor in his language) and a typology of 
learning experience that he would like to have. We 
designed in fact 4 different shades of a same main 
learning path of the Last Supper and of The Leo-
nardo’s methodology applied to the art world. The 4 
categories are: • Kids • Artistic • Scientific • Curious.
The visitor is essentially building his own personal 

Technical explosion of the Pendant 
components
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collection as he browse the preparatory rooms be-
fore the Refectory and the once after, and he will be 
given a URL when he leave that lets he accesses that 
collection of information he have scanned during his 
visit. 

Exploiting the function of the creation of a personal 
itinerary and a conclusive personal file, we decided 
to extend the experience even outside the museum. 
We did it in two different ways. Showing a map 
with the other interesting spots in Milan exposing 
Leonardo’s works, the visitor will be able to scan 
the places of his interest and the itinerary to reach 
them from the Cenacolo will be available on the 
personal conclusive file. 

According to the available space and to link the 
Cenacolo with the Vigna di Leonardo (positioned at 
the opposite side of the same plaza, we decide to 
create a shared souvenirs shops located in the Vigna 

building. In the last room of the museum will be so 
exposed only a sections of the object sold in shop 
front door. By scanning with The Pendant the icon 
linked to the desired, at the end of the final personal 
URL a ‘Wish list’ section will be filled with the infor-
mation of this object that then will be able to buy in 
the shop front door.

FUNCTIONS
Language
Selector
Heart beat reader
Emotional path
Interaction with table
Interaction with observation spots
Light up led and vibration at entering time
Personal path collector
Souvenirs ‘wish list’ creator
Creation final personal experience URL

COMPONENTS
Led / vibration
Chip enabler
Led
Vibration motor
Heart rate
Optical sensor
CPU 256 kb
NFC chip
Step down transformer mems
45 mah battery

A simple oval designed bracelet with a deep data-
base of the Leonardo’s Las Supper historical, tech-
nical and curious contents means that the museum 
is no longer just a passive experience in which you 
get to know few small pills about the majesty of 
this painting. It’s an experience that can follow you 
anywhere. 

Front view of the Pendant. 
Rendering

THE PENDANT IS PERSONAL 
AND CUSTOMIZED FOR 
A TAILORED LEANING 
EXPERIENCE
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A simple entrance from the new ticket room that is 
extended for a little space on the walking path and 
that sees on it a clearer and bigger logo of the mu-
seum. The gate at the entrance has been replaced 
by a glass barrier with the logo of the museum on it 
as well in order to be seen from the distance from 
every part in which the visitors arrive (manly from 
Cadorna or Conciliazione, from where the entrance 

door would not be seen).
Once the visitor enters the room, together with the 
entrance ticket he will be given The Pendant, alre-
ady charged of his own preferences, and the per-
sonnel will inform the visitor of all the features and 
peculiarities of the bracelet. There will be also an 
informative board explaining all the characteristics 
of the bracelet right at the entrance.
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 The garden is the first and fundamental space for 
our concept. We based our Museum path on the Le-
onardo’s scientific method. It starts with the immer-
sive and deep observation and study of the nature.

We so placed some observation spots (one of the 
artifacts/object recurrent in  our museum path. 
With a rounded shape that obliges the visitor to get 
immersed in the observation, we expressed the idea 

of the precise and deep analysis that Leonardo have 
done for his preparation of this masterpiece.
Together with some observation spots that will have 
a screen on the bottom, we inserted some spots that 
has the have a magnifying glass pointing some trees 
or flowers in order to enfaces the concept of the 
deep immersion in the nature and that will allow the 
visitor study and see the natural details that Leonar-
do have studied in order to draw the Last Supper.
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As we decided to turn the flow of the visit, so the 
experience is starting in the garden, the better place 
to express the concept of the deep and immersive 
analysis of the nature, we decided to create a cove-
red and open area where the visitors could have the 
chance to wait for their scheduled turn and to have 
a first touch of Leonardo da Vinci and his version of 
the Last Supper.
We thought of n interactive and dynamic 
environment where people can freely stay and enjoy 
the historical and have a first taste of what they are 
going to see inside of the Refectory.
Having a free room linked to the garden and directly 
connected to the fist waitings rooms, we decided 

to focus on the space that was at the beginning 
of the Laboratory called ‘the Education room’. We 
worked on this space as a unique one first removing 
the central wall that now separate the space into 
two different rooms in order to have a wider space 
easier to leave and experience with lots of people 
inside.
This room will be accessible only to the visitors 
with the ticket (or better in our case The Pendant) 
and they will have the chance to come back inside 
to experience it again or  after the end of the tour 
thanks to a door that from the Shop goes back to 
the garden (for logistic reason of picking back the 
object left in the cloak room).
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In this environment people will have the chance to 
get in touch with Leonardo and his Last Supper, 
in particular we focused the information that we 
want to give to the visitors in the Immersive room, 
with the Observation spots channel, to three main 
themes, fundamental to understand the importance 
and the changes that Leonardo have done with this 
painting: • painting techniques • study of nature • 
study of human anatomy and human behaviors.

Once you enter the room, on the wall in front of you 
it will be printed on the wall an image that recall the 
concept of this room and of the museum in general: 
the Leonardo da Vinci methods. He is the person 
that ‘invent’ what we have and call today Scientific 
Method that has been developed after by Galileo 
Galilei.
Leonardo methodology was based on three momen-

ts that we mixed together in this room: Observation, 
Reasoning and Experiencing.
These are the moments that Leonardo used for all 
his studies and he have translated this method also 
into the art and painting world. In order to give the 
information to the people of the fact that they are 
part of this immersive concept, we decided to print 
on the wall these three words, that are going to be 
explained only at the end of the visit in the final URL 
that the people are going to receive. Easily tagging 
the logo with the bracelet the description will au-
tomatically be stored in the archive that the visitors 
are creating in their Pendant path.
On the same wall we created a link between the 
wall and the floor with a triangle positioned in 
the corner of the room. On it it will be projected 
continuously some Leonardo’s quotes that will 
sequently be projected with an effect of the 
handwriting of the artist, famous and particular for 
his written from the left to the right.

The other elements and information in the room 
will be given using two different channels (better 
explained here below): The observation spots and 
the Immersive Table.

FIRST TOUCH OF LEONARDO 
DA VINCI AND HIS VERSION 
OF THE LAST SUPPER
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During the whole museum path we designed some 
spots where people can stop and interact with the 
screens that are hidden inside.
The shape that sees the screens hidden in the who-
les has been thought on purpose to emphasis the 
idea of immersion in the observation as Leonardo 
used to do.
They are located in two different rooms: the garden 
and the Immersive room.
In the garden we find two different typologies of 
spots and of inter content. The first, easier and 
conceptually more linked to the direct observation 
of the nature (that is the strong concept that lead 
to the flip of the museum path starting from the 
garden) in a simple lens that will make the visitor 
zoom and look more in detail some objects, trees 
and flowers disposed in the garden.

A second typology, more technological is placed also 
in the grade and has a screen at the bottom of the 
hole that shows more in detail the natural studies 
that Leonardo did in order to presenter the Las 
Supper, in terms of anatomy, lights, colours, mate-
rials, botanic...
Inside the Immersive room two of the walls are en-
tirely dedicated to the observation spots. They are 
positioned at different height so that even the kids 
and disable people can access to them. In addition 
we thought of having two different dimensions of 
the whole in order to have a different interaction 
with information.
One of the two in fact will be more linked to the 
concept of the immersive observation, the other (of 
a smaller diameter) will be focused on the details of 
the las supper, as a real zoom in the painting. The 
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physical movement of the visitor of spying with an 
eye behind the wall look an interesting metaphor to 
use for expressing the detailed analysis that Leonar-
do have done  for his works.

CONTENT
The content of the observation spots is again linked 
to the Leonardo’s education and his studies applied 
to the Last Supper content.
We focused the information that we want to give 
to the visitors in the Immersive room, with the 
Observation spots channel, to three main themes, 
fundamental to understand the importance and the 
changes that Leonardo have done with this painting: 
• painting techniques • study of nature • study of 
human anatomy and human behaviors.

THE LINK WITH THE PENDANT
The observation spots are connected and linked to 

the bracelet. In order to activate them, you need 
to scan your bracelet on the logo and the video 
will start following the information charged on the 
bracelet thanks to NCF system. The video in fact will 
have a language and a visual shade that will be lin-
ked to the topology of tour and preference language 
that the visitor will choose from the booking.
When the video will be over, on the screen will ap-
pear on the screen an info graphic letting the visitor 
knows tapping again on the Pendant logo if you find 
something you like, or want to read more about 
later, just tap the Pendant to the tag. Lights on the 
Pendant illuminate and a slight vibration confirms 
that the spot’s been recognized.

IMMERSION IN THE 
OBSERVATION AS 
LEONARDO USED TO DO
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In order to experience and try first hand and feel 
part of the system and emphasis the concept of the 
customisation of the experience, we designed a big 
Immersive Table to place at the center of the room.
Thanks to this table people will be able to get more 
information about the painting.
The information that are given on this plain surface 
we decided are going to be linked to the object and 
things that are on the table designed by Leonardo.
Once you enter in room the table will be active 
and in the middle part of it there will be a flow of 
images continuously moving with each particular of 
the painting that you can see the tails about. Datas 
about every detail on the table in Leonardo’s paint, 
can be called up on the interactive table with all the 

corresponding information.
The visitor will simply have to go close to it and 
drag the image of winch he is interested of from the 
middle of the table to his position.
The table is composed by 18 different working and 
observing positions in each of them will compare 
the detail in bigger size with all the related informa-
tion. The info will be tailored cording to the typolo-
gy of path chosen by each visitor.
We disposed the working areas, that are 60x50 cm 
each, on the two long sides of the table. In total we 
will have 9 positions on each side.
In order to activate the table the first thing that the 
visitor will have to do in tag his bracelet on the logo 
that is on at the side of each working are. The table 
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thanks to the NFC system will detect the language 
and the typology of shade to give to the informa-
tion (Artistic, scientific, curious and kids). After the 
interaction with the table it will be propose to the 
visitor to tag again his bracelet and that Pendant 
will archive all the information gained and surfed 
during the interaction with the table.
Thanks to this table people will be able to get more 
information about the painting.
The information that are given on this plain surface 
we decided are going to be linked to the object and 
things that are on the table designed by Leonardo.
We so will have information for example about the 
table cloth, or about the way they use to eat at that 
time or even about gestures of the different apost-
les. All this content will be given in different ways 
to each visitor according to the type of learning 
typology of path that have chose.

CONTENT
Thanks to this table people will be able to get more 
information about the painting.
The information that are given on this plain surface 
we decided are going to be linked to the object and 
things that are on the table designed by Leonardo.
We so will have information for example about the 
table cloth, or about the way they use to eat at that 
time or even about gestures of the different apost-
les.
All this content will be given in different ways to 
each visitor according to the type of learning typo-
logy of path that have chose.

THE LINK WITH THE PENDANT
In order to activate the table the first thing that the 
visitor will have to do in tag his bracelet on the logo 
that is on at the side of each working are. The table 
thanks to the NFC system will detect the language 
and the typology of shade to give to the informa-
tion (Artistic, scientific, curious and kids). After the 
interaction with the table it will be propose to the 
visitor to tag again his bracelet and that Pendant 
will archive all the information gained and surfed 
during the interaction with the table.
When the interaction with the table will be over, on 
the screen will appear on the screen an info graphic 
letting the visitor knows tapping again on the Pen-
dant logo if you find something you like, or want to 
read more about later, just tap the Pendant to the 
tag. Lights on the Pendant illuminate and a slight 
vibration confirms that the spot’s been recognized.

Immersive table interface

EXPERIENCE AND TRY 
FIRST HAND 
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The first Cleaning room. In this room the group of 
the 30 people will wait for 3 minutes. We wanted to 
give some starting information t the geometry and 
feeling of the painting without ‘spoilering’ the ima-
ges and the essence of the painting that the people 
are going to admire in 6 minutes.
The Leonardo da Vinci’s Last Supper has a deep 
study of the physiology and reaction of the Apostles 
to the new that Jesus gave them in the theme. Le-
onardo da Vinci studied the feelings and emotions 
from different fields that has nothing to deal with 
the Holy Bible. We can in fact for example notice 
how one of the apostle is portrayed as a sketch that 
Leonardo did in Florence to a Guitar player years 
before.
We divided the psychology of the people in the 
scene in two different levels: the gesture and the 

interaction between the people.
We designed a video mapping on the walls going be-
fore on the left side of the room on a plain wall with 
a continuous video of 1 minutes about the gestures 
of the apostles in Leonardo’s Last Supper. The ge-
stures are stylized with lines flowing on the wall.
The second minute is dedicate on the left room to 
the position of the apostle on the screen and on 
their interaction between the other. The wave that 
Leonardo describe as a wave of voice in the air, and 
a wave of thoughts in the universe is expressed in 
this minute video and easily explain the interaction 
between the apostles an Jesus.
The last minute of the three is left to the interaction 
and the contraposition of the gestures and of the 
interaction together.
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The mathematics, the geometry and the perspective 
are three fundamental aspects and characteristics 
of the Last Supper by Leonardo.
In this room, a video of 3 minutes will show to the 
visitors the geometry and the huge mathematic stu-
dy that is behind a painting of this importance.
Leonardo could have placed himself at any distance, 
as long as the vanishing 
points of the diagonals of the floor and ceiling, 
whatever the “real” dimensions of the imaginary 
refectory might have been, fell naturally on the ho-
rizon line and exactly on the limit or border of the 

painting. 
Leonardo’s thesis on visual pyramids, in which the 
height of the object represented by its base is inver-
sely proportional to its height, that is, to the distan-
ce between the observer and the object. The impor-
tance of the experiment lies in its very purpose: to 
measure the apparent diminishing in size of objects.
These and more hypothesis are shown in this three 
minutes video that want to who the geometry and 
geometrical figures hidden behind the study and 
preparation of this masterpiece.
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the Refectory itself, that has been on purpose left 
free of any installation. In order to emphasize the 
idea of the direct and unique interaction betwe-
en each single visitor and the painting we decided 
to remove the group benches and instead putting 
some stools that would emphasis the possibility of 

the singular visitor to watch and enjoy the painting. 
The idea of the stools is also linked to the concept 
that everyone can take his own seat and move it on 
the preferred place in the room in order to have a 
real sentimental climax in the room.
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To demonstrate and so the experimentation that 
Leonardo did with the construction of the Las Sup-
per, we designed a room that has an explosion of the 
painting and shows to the visitor each layer of with 
the painting is composed.

The bracelet has a role also here. By scanning the 
different plains it will collect information about the 

Leonardo’s methodology and layer that he applied 
in order to be kept and taken outside the museum 
environment.
In this room you are finally immersed and you 
physically get into the Las Supper and experience 
it horizontally and not only from the front an in the 
Refectory.
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Once the visitor is immersed and physically putted 
inside the opera, with this second room before the 
cloister we wonted to emphasis on recall the Hortus 
Colcusus that Leonardo recreated and painted in 
the background of the Last Supper in the three win-
dows shown on the back of the view of the painting.
In this room the visitor will fill immerse inside the 
nature once again and in particular inside the Ortus 
Conclusus that has been painted by Leonardo in the 
Last Supper Background.
Experiment to be inside the last supper.
Ortus conclusions is a Latin term, meaning literally 
“enclosed garden”. “The word ‘garden’ is at root the 
same as the word ‘yard’. carefully laid out hidden 
sanctuaries which were often enclosed by fences, 
walls or impenetrable hedges protecting the pri-
vacy of their (noble) owners from the public or stray 
animals.
In the centre, they typically had a fountain or a well 

surrounded by accurately trimmed flower beds 
and borders displaying highly symbolic flowers like 
thornless roses, violets, iris, Madonna lilies and wild 
strawberries.
In particular the Hortus Conclusus is liked to the 
Monastery life as in the Santa Maria delle Grazie 
context.
We thought it was a missed occasion the one of 
leaving the Cloister out of the Museum path. We so 
decide to open the Cloister to the public leaving it 
as a free and open area to enjoy and have fun at the 
end of the overall experience. The cloister in addi-
tion also recall the Hortus Colcusus that Leonardo 
recreated and painted in the background of the Last 
Supper in the three windows shown on the back of 
the view of the painting.
We added some benches inside of the courtyard so 
that the people can truly enjoy the historical envi-
ronment in which the museum is located.
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In this room the visitor will be exposed to a Milan’s 
map projected on the wall where the Milan’s area 
where Leonardo’s operas are stored. The infor-
mation of each museum (Pinacoteca Ambrosiana, 
Museo della Scienza e della Tecnologia, San Satiro 
Church..) are shown on this map and the visitor can 
save on his bracelet the one he is interested in.
In oder to use at the better the Pendant, we deci-
de to link it two something that it was going to be 
yours even outside the museum.
We so designed the last room on this concept.

We decided that the bracelet’s personal concept 
was going to be downloaded and given to the visitor 
directly at the exit of the museum with a personal 
URL that would have collect all the contest scanned 
and created during the path. We thought so of a link 
between this museum and the other Leonardo’s ma-
sterpieces in Milan. By scanning a museum on the 
interactive map on the last room of the museum, the 
visitor will have at the end of his URL page also the 
itinerary to reach the place from the Cenacolo Area.
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According to the available space and to link the 
Cenacolo with the Vigna di Leonardo (positioned 
at the opposite side of the same plaza, we decide 
to create a shared souvenirs shops located in the 
Vigna building. In the last room of the museum will 
be so exposed only a sections of the object sold in 
shop front door. By scanning with The Pendant the 
icon linked to the desired, at the end of the final 
personal URL a ‘Wish list’ section will be filled with 

the information of this object that then will be able 
to buy in the shop front door.
Inside the caskets some of the most important 
souvenirs pieces are exposed in so that the visitor 
can tag the once he is interested in and then go in 
the front door museum and buy the one he wished 
and in case even look for the others once exposed 
entirely in that area.
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